
Week beginning 6th July 2020  Mrs Shackley’s English 

 

Wednesday and Thursday Comprehension and SPaG 

Our guided reading text in school would have been The Hundred-Mile-An-Hour Dog   by Jeremy Strong. 

If you have a copy of the book, please read chapters 1 to 3. 

If you do not have a copy of the book, you can use the video link below to hear the 

author reading the story. (You can turn on subtitles on the video but, please note, there are 

no full stops and there are a few mistakes in the transcription.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7cgQikVP-U  (Duration 19:49) 

 Chapter 1 starts at 0:00  page 7 

 Chapter 2 starts at 4:04  page 13 

 Chapter 3 starts at 13:13 page 26 

COMPREHENSION 

You do not need to write down your answers unless you want t. However, please discuss them with an adult! 

Comprehension Chapter 1. 

1. …she’s got a lot of greyhound blood in her… (page 7, video 0:00-0:17) 

If you saw Streaker, what evidence of greyhound would you notice? 

 

2. On page 10, (video 2:16-2:40) what does Trevor say is  

i. his ‘personal nightmare’? 

ii. ‘the worst torture’ he can think of? 

 

3. Why did Trevor believe he should be able to control Streaker? 

Comprehension Chapter 2. 

1. …until Colonel Clever Clogs (I forget his real name) came up with his BRILLIANT PLAN. (Page 13, video 4:16-

4:24)  

In the book, the words ‘BRILLIANT PLAN’ are written in capitals. Why? 

 

2. What are the four things that Streaker does best? (page 14-15, video 5:14-5:45) 

 

3. …I was amazed by her strength and speed. Even pulling me didn’t prevent her from quickly reaching 

something that felt like Mach one…  

Mach one is the speed of sound and the author uses it to show how fast Streaker is running.  

Find 3 other words or phrases that the author uses as Streaker and Trevor run through the market to show 

that Streaker was running quickly. (pages 18-21, video 7:40-10:02) 

 

4. …It’s quite obvious that Trevor is telling the truth… It was the dog’s fault. She’s like it all the time… (page 23, 

video 11:32-11:54) 

Why doesn’t Sergeant Smugg believe that Streaker is to blame?  

Comprehension Chapter 3 

1. Find 2 ways in which Tina and Trevor are similar. (page 26-27, video 13:46-14:38) 

 

2. On page 32, video 17:46-18:15, the author uses two similes to show the difference between the ways that 

Mouse and Streaker move. Find these 2 similes and explain how they show the difference. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7cgQikVP-U
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SPaG and VOCABULARY 

Back cover. 

The blurb describes Streaker as ‘a rocket on four legs’.  

What makes this a metaphor? Can you re-write it as a simile? 

Can you think of any other metaphors (or similes) to describe a fast animal? 

 

Chapter 2. 

In this part of the story all the capital letters and full stops have been forgotten. Mark them in using red for full stops 

and green for capitals.  

 

(NB. Some of this extract is not on the video.) 

Chapter 3 

 

 

ANSWERS ON NEXT PAGE 
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Comprehension Chapter 1. 

1 …she’s got a lot of greyhound blood in her… (page 7, video 0:00-0:17) 

If you saw Streaker, what evidence of greyhound would you notice? She had a thin body and powerful legs. 

 

2 On page 10, (video 2:16-2:40) what does Trevor say is  

iii. his ‘personal nightmare’? The nine times table.  

iv. ‘the worst torture’ he can think of? Taking Streaker for a walk. 

 

3 Why did Trevor believe he should be able to control Streaker? Humans have bigger brains, are cleverer than animals and rule the 

Animal kingdom. 

Comprehension Chapter 2. 

1 …until Colonel Clever Clogs (I forget his real name) came up with his BRILLIANT PLAN. (Page 13, video 4:16-4:24)  

In the book, the words ‘BRILLIANT PLAN’ are written in capitals. Why? To emphasise how brilliant the plan was. 

 

2 What are the four things that Streaker does best? (page 14-15, video 5:14-5:45)eating a lot, digging holes, being smelly, speed 

 

3 …I was amazed by her strength and speed. Even pulling me didn’t prevent her from quickly reaching something that felt like Mach 

one…  

Mach one is the speed of sound and the author uses it to show how fast Streaker is running.  

Find 3 other words or phrases that the author uses as Streaker and Trevor run through the market to show that Streaker was running 

quickly. (pages 18-21, video 7:40-10:02)flew along, skidded, switched to turbo-boost, hit the market at maximum speed, careering 

wildly, swerved violently, screaming round corners, skates started to smoke, whizzed round the next corner. 

 

4 …It’s quite obvious that Trevor is telling the truth… It was the dog’s fault. She’s like it all the time… (page 23, video 11:32-11:54) 

Why doesn’t Sergeant Smugg believe that Streaker is to blame? She was sitting quietly looking angelic. 

Comprehension Chapter 3 

1 Find 2 ways in which Tina and Trevor are similar. (page 26-27, video 13:46-14:38)same birthday, both have dogs. 

 

2 On page 32, video 17:46-18:15, the author uses two similes to show the difference between the ways that Mouse and Streaker 

move. Find these 2 similes and explain how they show the difference. Mouse: blundered ambiably like a furry bulldozer shows he 

was big and moved slowly like big machinery does.  

Streaker: like holding out your hands and trying to grab a passing cannon-ball shows it was impossible to catch Streaker because she 

was moving so quickly and powerfully. 

 


